
Our innovative and growing company is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of systems analysts. Please review the list of responsibilities and
qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider candidates that do not
necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for systems analysts

Determine how projects align to broader organizational goals and benefit the
business, and develop business case/feasibility
Develop business analysis work-plans, provide information to stakeholders,
and assist other analysts in developing their work-plans
Provide SME Operational Support by supporting Performance Management,
Capacity Planning, Troubleshooting, and Operational teams
Prepare and review comprehensive functional and technical specification
documents that convey enterprise-wide technical solutions for business,
marketing, and IT-sponsored projects to software developers, management,
vendors, and business teams for cross-platform systems (web, tablet,
desktop) where the documents include code logic, service orchestration and
mapping, and traceability matrices
Apply experience working on multiple Enterprise product and service
projects and Billing Domain tasks simultaneously, using Scrum and Agile
(DevOps) methodologies
Assist business stakeholders across multiple domains in making informed
decisions regarding the right initiatives to undertake, provide proposals for
the best approach to tackle given initiatives
Designs new system processes by analyzing requirements
Improves systems and processes by studying current practices and designing
modifications
Recommends controls by identifying problems and developing improved
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Provides references for users by overseeing the writing and maintaining of
user documentation and training users

Qualifications for systems analysts

To transition hosting, support and service management of new capabilities
1 (3 – Senior level, 8 – Advisor level) or more years related experience
Healthcare or medical insurance industry experience a plus
Jira and confluence are highly desired
Sustaining and implementing solutions for deployed software systems thru
collaboration with members of project management, business, and develop
teams leveraging multiple system development lifecycle (SDLC) approaches,
including Waterfall, DevOps, and Agile for the purpose of ensuring a relevant
and useful system lifecycle for the end users
3-year IT Qualification


